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A mining enterprise is one of creating new wealth by obtaining
economic mineral substances from where they occur naturally on, or
beneath, the earth's surface. The materials thus secured and placed
in the industrial stream fall broadly into three classes. These are:
(1) Metalliferous substances; (2) Industrial or Nonmetallic materials
and; (3) Fossil fuels, like coal, pertroleum, and natural gas. Other
distinctions of various degrees of definitive refinement sometimes
are used for describing mineral commodities but it is considered that
this classification will serve in our discussion here.
In every case, the mineral production obtained from any given region
is dependent upon the following environmental factors:
1. The occurrence of a favorable geologic setting which will have
formed the natural accumulation of a commodity, or related commodities,
into an identifiable deposit, or deposits.
2. The opportunities to explore satisfactorily and to acquire the
right-of-ownership or, at least, the operating control of the mineral
bearing lands.
3. The application of such exploration and extraction practices that
the mineral deposit, or deposits, will yield profitably the sought-for
mineral substance, or substances.
4. The availability of a sufficient force of skilled and semi-skilled
manpower in order to operate successfully.
5. A favorable civil scene or climate, as it exists to bear upon
such matters as taxation and other regulations of functional nature.
6. The existence of a market, or markets which will give revenue in
excess of the cost of producing the mineral material, or materials.
Except for the first, or the geologic setting, which man cannot modify,
the relative degree of influence of each of these other environmental
factors on the development of mining activities is controlled by, and is
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a reflection of, the sociologic, technologic, and economic conditions
that are, or have been, imposed by the public during any given period
of time; be it past or present.
It should be borne in mind that the United States, comparatively
speaking, is a young country which in the beginning, and even now to
considerable degree, has been characterized by the presence of at least
two diverse environments so far as white-man's occupancy of territory
is concerned. For example, the sociologic culture governing the pri
vate acquisition and ownership-control of lands, as it has existed in
the original thirteen states, is in marked contrast to that which has
prevailed about the use and rights-of-ownership of the lands lying
west of the Appalachians, and beyond, to the Pacific Ocean.
Although some semblance of a transition zone of these contrasting
conditions has occurred in the so-called "middle-west" section of the
country, much of the great expanse of western North America was as
signed at an early stage to the Public Domain where control was, and
still is, vested in the Federal Government. These peculiar environments,
that have generally existed between the regions situated to the east and
to the west of the Mississippi, have historically had distinct bearing
upon the development of mining ventures in the separate sectors of the
country and, also, upon the manifold problems, some of long-standing
nature, that must be resolved as the nation becomes more densely popu
lated and of greater age and, as a result, attains a less-sectionalized
and more-unified character. In fact, the federal regulations which
have obtained for many years about occupying the Public Domain for
mining purposes, and for other uses for that matter, now are being anal
yzed extensively by the Public Land Law Review Commission of the Congress
of the United States. It is anticipated that some rather sweeping changes
may ensue in the laws as a result of such studies.
The history of man's occupancy of North America reveals that, except
for some isolated but nonetheless interesting situations like those
which occurred most notably in the regions of what now are Arizona and
and Missouri, the real enterprises of mining began roughly about the
middle of the Nineteenth Century when the frontier lands of America
were entered by comparatively large numbers of intrepid white-men whose
primary purpose was that of securing fortunes of mineral wealth.
The general character of the progressive exploration and development
of a geographic region, for the mineral resources it bears, usually has
been featured by the original exploitation of precious metal deposits;
followed, in turn, by the production of base metals and; subsequently,
as the particular region has become more industrialized, by the expanded
growth of interest in occurrences of industrial minerals and fossil fuels.
Thus, in the beginning, the early prospectors were chiefly seeking de
posits of gold and silver, but, as the frontier border moved progress
ively westward, many soon turned their activities to the discovery and
development of other types of mineral bodies, such as those of copper,
lead, and zinc. As a result of this notable incursion of fortune
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seeking men, who were willing and able to spend much time and effort in
their projects, many of the potential mineral riches of the nation were
discovered. This is not to say that all mineral occurrences were brought
into immediate production, or that all were of the metalliferous class,
but it is a fact that, coincidentally, a large number of famous mineral
deposits, many of which still are productive and serving as the import
ant bases upon which numerous present-day operations are dependent, were
found in the early times.
Although mining of significant nature can be dated to have occurred
as early as 1,000 A.D. in the region of what now is Arizona, and in the
Mississippi Valley part of Missouri, as far back as about 1700, this
was not the common economic pattern in most other parts of North America,
and therefore, two historical periods of time here become our chief
interest. These are: (1) The Early Prospector period which extended from
a few years before 1850 to shortly after the turn of the present Century.
(2) The Modern-Day period, which began about 1910 and has continued to
the present.
Early Prospector Period
The mining activities of this period, especially those that were
conducted west of the Mississippi, were predominantly devoted to the
search for deposits of precious metals, like gold and silver. The work
of the prospectors was far-ranging and diligent and, during field work
in various sections of the country, the writer has been impressed on
countless occasions by the evidences of early-day prospecting that was
done, even in very remote and comparatively inaccessible regions. These
evidences are in the form of prospect tunnels, shafts, and trenches and,
also, they may be noted by the remains of old cabins and by various
types of equipment that still may be found. Their scope and character
often are such as to indicate that the old-timers did much of the work
by so-called "hand labor" and that they spent time of considerable
duration at many of the particular sites.
Certainly, the rugged lot of Early American prospectors gave numer
ous and significant benefits to the development of mining and, as a
consequence of their vigorous and widespread coverage of the lands, they
produced notable quantities of mineral wealth.
The early workers characteristically were engaged in comparatively
small-scale operations--as judged generally by modern-day production
schedules. Also, because of economic factors, they often tended to mine
only the high-grade ore zones. Hence, they frequently left lower-grade
sections of the ore bodies undisturbed because the materials were not
then amenable to profitable extraction. They were independent indivi
duals who often worked alone; sometimes on a "grub-stake" basis with
one or two other financial associates.
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Modern-Day Period
At least two significant technological improvements in mineral in
dustry practices occurred soon after the turn of the Twentieth Century
to conduce toward the notable expansion of mineral production in the
United States. These were: (1) The development of large-scale mining
procedures which were adaptable to the exploitation of comparatively lowgrade mineral deposits. The large-scale ventures, many of which are open
pit or surface operations, but not restrictively so, became economically
feasible because great quantities of materials could be moved from insi tu during any given time period through the improved use and availa
bility of steam and electric power and because of the invention of new
types of drilling, loading, and hauling equipment and the perfection of
more efficient explosives and other means of fragmentation.
(2) The development of the "flotation" process for the profitable
beneficiation of sulphide-bearing ores. Prior to the invention of
flotation as a procedure for concentrating or beneficiating the value
of mineral-bearing ores by separating the desired components from their
natural association with nonvaluable mineral substances, most types of
mineral concentration involved some forms of so-called "gravity separa
tion" which were not generally amenable to the economic processing of
large quantities of materials. Thus, the invention and perfection of
the flotation process, which comparably had no such economic or bulk
limitations, was of pronounced importance.
These two technological advancements, together with the ever-growing
population and the resultant progressive increase in the needs for
greater quantities of industrial or nonmetallic mineral commodities; the
overall industrial expansion of the United States, which served as an
important element to establish the Nation as a pre-eminent World power;
the occurrence of two World Wars, which required tremendous resources
of mineral substances; the very significant discoveries of new petrol
eum and natural gas reserves; and, in more recent years, the desire to
find and to exploit deposits of uranium, have had remarkable bearing
on the development of mineral production during the Twentieth Century.
In addition to the foregoing environmental factors, Modern-Day
mining has experienced other salient elements that distinguish it from
the earlier period. One of these features is the successful application
of sophisticated scientific devices for discovering mineral deposits
that otherwise are not readily detectable on the earth's surface. Where
as the early-day prospector depended largely on his innate ability to
discover and to interpret the surface outcroppings of buried deposits,
the modern-day exploration engineer in his search for new deposits, must
use highly-refined scientific knowledge, reasoning, and precision in
struments to an ever-increasing degree in order to detect the presence
of deposits that otherwise do not have ready expression on the surface.
Also, the current mining industry i.s continually striving to improve
other phases of its overall technologies in order to achieve lower,
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competitive operating costs. This modern trend is being pursued both
in educational institutions and by various mining and quarrying com
panies. It encompasses specialized field and laboratory research in
such areas as those of rock mechanics, disposal of wastes, drilling,
loading, hauling, rock fragmentation, milling, smelting, and fabricating.
Another feature, which is important today but was not of comparative
significance in the early-days, is the progessive growth of the influ
ence being exerted by Organized Labor on the control of mineral industry
enterprises. This has had the net effect of raising the costs of oper
ating mineral-bearing deposits and, in turn, it has tended to lead to
the existence of higher market prices or to lesser profits in mining
ventures. As another profound result, the demands presented by labor
unions often have caused intermittent curtailments of production be
cause of shut-downs of work during labor strikes.
As has been stated previously, every mining project needs a suf
ficient force of skilled and semi-skilled labor in order to operate suc
cessfully. In conducting present-day ventures, it is necessary to have
also a suitable and capable complement of
professionally educated
executives, engineers, and scientists who can express their influences
in such manner as to keep the work moving ahead as advantageously as
possible and in good balance with prevailing conditions. Further, and
in some contrast to the conditions prevailing in the early-days, we
find that current mineral industry operations usually require great
investments of capital and very extensive planning, even before any pro
duction is realized from the deposit.
Mining is the creation of new wealth and, in the process of main
taining its position and growth, which are such critical elements bear
ing on the preservation and extension of the country's economic and in
dustrial power, it should be recognized that such activities do not
deplete the nation's resources. Indeed, the exploitation of mineral
deposits, which often are of very low-grade unit value in the natural
environment, serves to sustain the nation's economic welfare by placing
materials in the industrial stream that otherwise would yield no benefits
by remaining in the ground. Further, it should be realized that mining
ventures give fruitful employment to many people; pay significant taxes
both on state and national bases; purchase large amounts of supplies
and equipment; and make immense permanent investments in plants and
related installations.
Although their good works often unfortunately go unpublicized, the
present-day executives of mineral industry affairs commonly strive to
be good citizens of the communities in which they conduct operations.
They sponsor hospitals, schools, and recreational facilities in the
various localities. They do not seek undue privileges in order to carry
on their work but, in the writer's opinion, they have frequently been
overly modest or neglectful of the opportunity to tell the populace, as
a whole, of the important contributions being made for the overall public

welfare. As a result, the image they have commonly tended to establish
is one that leads to misunderstanding or, at best, to passive tolerance
by the public and, also, it contributes frequently to the development
of unrealistic state and federal controls and often to the tendency
to impose intenable and discriminatory taxation.
The people, because of the lack of better information, commonly
get erroneous ideas about the benefits that accrue to them through
the works of the mining and quarrying industries. These reactions
tend to stifle progress or, at least, they create undue side-effects
that compound the industry's manifold problems.
I believe without any reservation, whatsoever, that the activities
of education and of mineral industry operations are wholly of valid
nature in the bearing they have on our economy and culture. Just as
mineral industrialists notably are good citizens, so too are the aca
demic faculties and students who are involved in these affairs. Over
a period of many years, I have observed that mineral industry students
characteristically are serious minded, well-balanced individuals who
are striving to obtain a professional education and who have no time
for radical or anarchistic movements that seem to exist today among
some student groups of other academic disciplines. Also, I am convinced
that the fundamental issue we are concerned with at this present-day
juncture, and the solution that can be made of it, involves all of us,
educators and industrialists alike, who are engaged in any phase of the
mineral business. Collectively, we can render much good if we recognize
the fact that, as professional persons, we have equal responsibilities
in the matter of trying to establish a better public image.
Since the time, early in the Century, when the professions of
mineral engineering were generally esteemed and, thereby, enjoyed a
high-ranking position of public opinion, the mores of American civiliza
tion have changed. I am not arguing that the changes have been good
or bad; what I am saying, is that changes have occurred, and I believe
many of us have not recognized what progressive effects they have had
to fix the current environmental situation. That is, when many of us
finished school, 30 to 40 years ago, more or less, things were different
than they are today so far as mineral industry matters are concerned.
Since about 1915, the United States has engaged in at least two major
wars and we have had the Great Depression and the New Deal, the Fair
Deal, and the Great Society, ad infinitum. In recent years, we have
had an unprecedented and sustained period of industrial expansion which,
except for intermittent, unfortunate curtailments of production caused
chiefly by the labor problems that seem to beset some of our mineral
operations, has contributed to remarkable growth of the nation's Gross
National Product. These things among others, have modified civilization
so that, today, our American way-of-life is not what it was previously
when mining ventures enjoyed a reasonable degree of good recognition,
high stature, encouragement, and sympathetic understanding. This
being the case, we can't suitably teach mineral engineering academic
curricula like we did 25 years, or more, ago and, by the same token,
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the mining industry can't carry on successfully by taking a passive or
even negative attitude either so far as public relations are concerned
or about the employment of professional personnel.
I venture that when most of us here sought original employment, we
rustled our jobs by our own initiative and vigor; this was then the
general practice among university graduates. Today, however, it is
customary for most graduating seniors to develop employment contacts
by means of interviewing a recruiter who visits the university campus.
Again, I say I don't know personally if this type of modern-day approach
to employment of college students is good. Nevertheless, I am certain
it is a real, on-going procedure followed by many employers; but seldom
on a competitive scale by mining companies. That is, the current prac
tice of employing most mineral industry professional personnel seems
not to be in parallel with the common hiring programs followed by
other industrial organizations. The general failure by the mineral
industry to modernize its appraoch to employment of new engineering
talent may be ascribed by some as a reflection of the characteristic
conservative philosophy inherent in the mining business. This may be
so but, in the aggregate, I am sure it is at least one reason why the
mining companies often don't get their share of young people to enter
training for the mineral engineering professions.
The concept commonly held by the lay public about the mining industry
is fraught with erroneous and warped beliefs. The populace prevailingly
seems to think that all present-day mining is a dirty, dangerous business
run by men whose basic purpose is characterized by programs designed
to exploit the people and the natural resources, and to destroy the
native landscape by tearing it up or covering it up. A majority of
the public, including the personnel of many state and federal agencies,
seem to believe we don't sincerely care about workmen's safety, schools,
hospitals, housing for employees and their families, or about water
pollution, soil conservation, and other matters of civic nature. We
know these things are not true, but we don't satisfactorily tell the
people so because the industrialists and educators, as a whole, seem
to be reticent about discussing such matters by means of using news
channels that otherwise could yield fruitful results.
I believe the misconceptions that are held commonly by the lay
public can be refuted and, accordingly, that the people will respond
favorably to concerted selling-drives designed to inform them, through
all types of local and national news media, about the manifold good
and beneficial things inherent in the mining business. By every pos
sible means we should tell the public again, and again, that the min
eral industry gives employment to many people and that its salaries
and wages are at least competitive with those prevailing in most other
industries. We should give proof and confirming statistics that
labor is not being exploited and that mineral industry operations are
proud of their records of work-safety and of the support they give to
schools, hospitals, and other civic affairs. We should build upon the
fact that mining enterprises create new wealth and thereby they enhance
the well-being of the populace on local, state, and national levels
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and, in so doing, they pay notable taxes and make extensive purchases
of equipment and supplies which augment the general economy. I propose
that the mining industry could benefit extensively by advertising to
the public what it is doing of its own volition to attempt to achieve
remedies of the problems of pollution and of disruptions of the land
scape. Indeed, we should even stress to the people that the true
image of a mining engineer is not one of a grimy, unkept individual
who seldom comes out in the sunlight.
In other words, v/e need to develop and engender the interest of all
forms of news media to join with us as zealous advocates in the sell
ing-campaign of presenting the proper and favorable image of the mineral
industry to the public. It is only good sense and good business to
do so and I am certain we will win back the friends like those we
enjoyed some years ago. In this connection, I am pleased to remind
you that you are fortunate by having such a newspaper man here in
Rolla. From my personal experience, I know that Edward W. Sowers,
Publisher of the Daily News, is the type of publisher and editor
whose willing zeal and cooperation we need. I wish we had many more
like him.
I am sure you will have gathered that I consider the matter of
establishing a proper and favorable Public Image is of critical impor
tance to the mining industry. In my judgment, it is indeed, the very
root from which much of the industry's overall environmental situation
stems. As I have indicated, I believe it is liable to good and fortun
ate resolution and that, as a result, most of the other problems of
the industry will tend to become of minimal nature. Certainly, when
better public relations are achieved, they will yield the fortunate
effects of having a more discerning and sympathetic general public
as our mutual associates.
I am optimistic about the mineral business and I believe the
future is bright for the continued growth and development of mining
in the United States. New mineral discoveries undoubtedly will be
made and, if the industry gets the cooperation it deserves and, thereby,
is not faced unreasonably with the imposition of unrealistic govern
mental controls and bureaucratic edicts; by unfavorable market conditions;
by exorbitant labor demands; by untenable or discriminatory local and
national taxation; and by the undesirable existence of a poor public
image, the production of mineral commodities is bound to be of great
and growing dimension.

